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Non-linear Distortion Cancellation and
Symbol-based Equalization in Satellite Forward
Links
Svilen Dimitrov
Abstract—In this paper, a low-complexity symbol-based equal-
izer that performs non-linear distortion cancellation is proposed
for application at the user terminal in the DVB-S2X satellite
forward link. The channel is comprehensively modelled, including
the non-linear travelling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) character-
istics, the input-multiplexing (IMUX) and output-multiplexing
(OMUX) filter responses at the satellite transponder, and the
phase noise at the user terminal, according to the very-small
aperture terminal (VSAT) reference scenario. Two detectors in
the cancellation loop are considered, comparing the packet-
error rate (PER) performance of simple maximum likelihood
(ML) demodulation with hard decision to soft information
exchange with low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoder, and
showing only marginal improvement with the latter solution.
The PER performance is compared against a number of pre-
distortion techniques at the transmitter, such as dynamic data
pre-distortion, successive data pre-distortion, and static data pre-
distortion. The novel receiver demonstrates superior performance
even with one iteration of distortion cancellation, while the
joint application of successive data pre-distortion and iterative
symbol-based equalization shows up to 4:95-dB energy efficiency
gain for 32-level amplitude and phase-shift keying (32-APSK).
The computational complexity is also evaluated. The improved
receiver is particularly suitable for application with higher order
modulation, a wide-band carrier, and low roll-off factors.
Index Terms—Satellite communication, non-linear distortion,
equalization, pre-distortion, energy efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recently published extension of the second-generation
digital video broadcasting system for satellite broadcasting and
unicasting (DVB-S2X) standard [1] introduces a number of
improvements for the air interface of the satellite forward link.
Key advances include: 1) wide-band operation with transpon-
der bandwidths of 225 MHz for application with Ka-band
transponders, 2) higher-order amplitude and phase-shift keying
(APSK) modulation up to 256-APSK and additional low-
density parity-check (LDPC) codes for more efficient resource
utilization with finer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold
granularity, and 3) lower roll-off factors down to 5% in order
to reduce the bandwidth occupied by a carrier. Targeting appli-
cations in broadcast or unicast broadband scenarios for high-
throughput-satellite (HTS) systems [2], these advances enable
the shift towards more bandwidth-demanding applications and
services, the adaptation to traffic demand across the coverage
area, and the decrease of the cost per transmitted bit.
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Transmission over the satellite forward-link channel suffers
from linear and non-linear distortions. In order to maximize
the spectral efficiency, state-of-the-art satellite communication
systems resort to single-carrier utilization of the satellite
transponder bandwidth, using a very low roll-off factor and
very high symbol baud rates [3], e.g., for 4K television
broadcasting in the direct-to-home (DTH) scenario or broad-
band interactive Internet protocol (IP) services in the very-
small-aperture terminal (VSAT) scenario. HTS links with a
wide-band single-carrier transponder are also applied to cover
emerging markets for mobile platforms, such as broadband
connectivity on airplanes, cruise ships and trains, as well as
professional applications. However, due to imperfect mag-
nitude and group-delay responses of the input-multiplexing
(IMUX) and output-multiplexing (OMUX) filters on board the
satellite, linear distortion is introduced in the form of inter-
symbol interference (ISI). In addition, due to the power limita-
tion of the satellite, the travelling wave tube amplifier (TWTA)
is operated close to saturation. Because of the non-linear
transfer characteristic of the TWTA, non-linear distortion, in
the form of constellation warping and clustering at the receiver
demodulator, is introduced when waveforms with high peak-
to-average-power ratio (PAPR) are used for transmission, e.g.,
pules-shaped time-division multiplexing (TDM) employing
constellations up to 256-APSK with multiple amplitude rings.
Without adequate channel compensation, these adverse effects
can reduce the energy efficiency and spectral efficiency gains
expected with the application of tighter roll-off factors, higher
symbol rates, and higher modulation orders.
In state-of-the-art satellite communications, the non-linear
distortion can be handled by means of output back-off
(OBO) [4] adjustment. This approach is known to penalize
the energy efficiency of the system when high OBO is
applied. Advanced non-linear compensation techniques in-
clude a number of pre-distortion techniques at the trans-
mitter, such as data pre-distortion [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]
or signal pre-distortion [5], [9], [10]. Static data pre-
distortion [3], [4], [5], [11] is the state-of-the-art solution
in DVB-S2X. A common approach to handle the ISI is
equalization [5], where knowledge of the channel, obtained
for instance by channel estimation, is used to minimize the
ISI. A linear equalizer has been introduced in the DVB-S2X
receiver [3].
Decision-directed advanced equalization techniques [12]
applied at the receiver are known to provide very good
performance in channels with memory. A turbo equalizer
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has been proposed for application over non-linear satellite
channels in [13]. Using soft information exchange with the
LDPC decoder and a channel model based on Volterra se-
ries, this equalizer computes minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) filters for the non-linear terms and performs dis-
tortion cancellation in an iterative fashion. A novel symbol-
based iterative equalization scheme introduced in [14] reduces
the complexity of the receiver by using maximum likelihood
(ML) demodulation with hard decision in the cancellation
loop and a simplified model for the received symbols at the
input of the demodulator. Using a buffered physical layer
(PL) frame, a first-order decomposition is applied to the
received symbols, based on symbol-based constellation scaling
factors representing the warping effects plus a non-linear
noise component containing the higher non-linear orders.
This decomposition can be used to reconstruct and cancel
the interfering component, using channel models based on
measured responses of the deterministic distortion sources
along the chain, such as IMUX/OMUX responses and TWTA
transfer characteristics. In addition to non-linear distortion,
memory effects in the form of ISI are also compensated due
to the fact that the equalizer operates on a large block of
consecutive symbols. A related successive data pre-distortion
technique at the transmitter has been proposed in [8] which
also employs the measured responses of the IMUX/OMUX
filter and TWTA characteristics to estimate and cancel the
interference. The performance of the symbol-based equalizer
with non-linear distortion cancellation has been evaluated
in [14], [15] in satellite return links with time-division multiple
access (TDMA) for a modulation setup according to the digital
video broadcasting return channel via satellite 2 (DVB-RCS2)
standard [16], and demonstrates significant gains in energy
efficiency, while maintaining low implementation complexity.
In this paper, symbol-based equalization with non-linear
distortion cancellation is proposed for the satellite forward
link as an addition to the standard linear equalizer at the
receiver. As compared to [14], the equalizer has been suitably
adapted to incorporate the specific channel functions in the
forward link, including practical implementation models for
the IMUX/OMUX filters and the TWTA. A practical imple-
mentation setup based on a memory polynomial model is also
discussed. Comprehensive modelling of the Ka-band satellite
forward link channel is performed, including the IMUX and
OMUX filter magnitude and group delay responses, the TWTA
amplitude and phase transfer characteristics, the aggregate
phase noise power spectral density mask of the up- and
down-conversion stages, and the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at the low-noise amplifier (LNA) of the receiver. The
performance of the novel receiver is evaluated for the single-
carrier VSAT reference scenario specified in the DVB-S2X
implementation guidelines [3]. A single-carrier TDM wave-
form with forward error correction (FEC) by means of LDPC
codes is employed with a higher baud rate of 34 MBaud and
a low carrier roll-off factor of 5% in a 36-MHz transponder,
and it is compared to a lower baud rate of 27:5 MBaud and
20% roll-off, in order to evaluate the performance in setups
with higher and lower linear distortion. The robustness of the
detector in the cancellation loop with simple ML demodulation
is compared against a receiver structure with soft information
exchange with an LDPC decoder [17], showing only marginal
degradation of performance. In addition, the convergence of
the performance of the proposed receiver is presented for
a higher number of iterations of distortion cancellation. In
this paper, the packet-error rate (PER) performance of the
improved receiver is compared against a number of pre-
distortion techniques at the transmitter, including dynamic
data pre-distortion, successive data pre-distortion, and standard
static data pre-distortion, showing significant energy efficiency
gains. The joint application of successive data pre-distortion
and iterative symbol-based equalization demonstrates the best
performance in the considered setup, significantly reducing the
gap to the AWGN channel. The simulations are performed at
practical OBO settings, as well as high OBO settings, in order
to evaluate the capability of the techniques to compensate non-
linear distortion. Finally, the complexity of the studied channel
compensation techniques is evaluated to provide a reference
for satellite model manufacturers. The proposed equalizer is
particularly suitable for application in TDM waveforms with
low roll-off factors and high symbol rates close to the limits of
the transponder bandwidth, enabling the application of higher
order modulation and improving the spectral efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the satellite system model, including the transmission
chain, the channel modelling, and the channel compensation
techniques. Section III describes the operation of the proposed
equalizer. Section IV presents the performance evaluation
results, in particular the PER comparison of ML demodula-
tion with LDPC decoding in the cancellation loop, the PER
comparison with data pre-distortion, and the computational
complexity. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. SATELLITE SYSTEM MODEL
In a satellite communication system, a gateway relays
message signals designated to user terminals over a satellite.
In this section, the satellite transmission chain in the forward
link, the satellite channel model, and a review of the channel
compensation techniques are presented.
A. Satellite Transmission Chain
The block diagram of the satellite transmission chain is
presented in Fig. 1. At the gateway transmitter, a stream of
data packets with 1504 bits per packet are encoded by means
of a FEC scheme. In DVB-S2X [1], first, a Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) encoder is applied, followed by an
LDPC encoder and bit interleaver. The resulting FEC frame
with length of up to 64800 bits is mapped to symbols, using
APSK modulation with constellations up to 256-APSK at the
modulator. In the VSAT scenario, the symbols are grouped in
bundled physical-layer (PL) frames with up to 67920 symbols
per PL frame, which are in term grouped in superframes with
612540 symbols per superframe. A key feature introduced with
the superframe format are the P2 modulated pilot symbols
included in each DVB-S2X bundled PL frame [1]. These pilots
are inserted after the PL header, and are modulated similarly
to the modulation in the corresponding bundled PL frame,
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the satellite transmission chain in the forward link.
representing all constellation points. The information on these
pilots can be used in advanced channel estimation techniques,
e.g., for estimation of the received constellation centroids used
as a reference in the soft demapper and decoder at the receiver,
or in the training of channel models used in a variety of
channel compensation techniques.
The DVB-S2X transmitter employs static data pre-
distortion [3], [4], [5], [11] to compensate the non-linear
distortion effects. The symbols are pulse shaped by means of
a square root raised cosine filter (SRRCF), in order to ensure
spectrum integrity of the TDM waveform for RF transmission
over the feeder link. In the analog front-end, after digital-to-
analog conversion (DAC), the baseband signal is up-converted
to the carrier frequency, e.g., in the Ka band. Finally, the signal
is amplified by means of a high-power amplifier (HPA) at the
gateway, and is transmitted over the feeder link through the
uplink atmospheric channel.
At the transponder on board the satellite, the signal is
passed through an IMUX filter, is amplified by a TWTA,
and is passed through an OMUX filter in order to guarantee
spectrum integrity for transmission over the user link. Here, the
imperfect frequency responses of the IMUX and OMUX filters
introduce linear distortion in the form of ISI, while the TWTA
introduces non-linear distortion. The signal is then transmitted
over the downlink atmospheric channel.
At the user terminal receiver, the signal is amplified by
means of an LNA, whereby AWGN is introduced. During
down-conversion to baseband, the signal is distorted by phase
noise. Next, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a
matched SRRCF are applied. After timing and frame syn-
chronization and channel estimation, the symbols are passed
through a linear equalizer to counter the linear distortion. A
fractionally-spaced linear equalizer with 42 complex-valued
taps is applied, working at twice the symbol rate. The symbol
vector at the output of the linear equalizer can be expressed
as x(0) = Eq fyg = e  y, where Eq fg is the equalizer
operator,  is the linear convolution operator, y is the symbol
vector at the input of the linear equalizer, and e is the vector
with the equalizer taps. These taps are updated in a data-aided
manner over the standard P pilot symbols [1], e.g., by using
the following adaptive recursive algorithm [12]:
ek+1 = ek   
 
eky
T
k   xk

yk; (1)
where ek+1 is the updated equalizer tap vector after the
kth pilot xk, ek =

e0; e1; :::; eNEQ 1

contains NEQ taps,
initialized as the zero vector e0 = [0; :::; 0]. The window vector
containing NEQ samples of the received symbol vector y is
denoted as yk =

yk; yk 1; :::; yk NEQ

, and is initialized as
y0 = [y0; 0; :::; 0]. Here, ()T is the transpose operator, and
() denotes complex conjugation. With values between 0 and
1, the step size  represents a trade-off between convergence
speed and stability, e.g.,  = 0:005. After linear equalization,
the symbols are downsampled to the Nyquist rate. Finally,
the demodulator and the decoder recover the received data
packets. Here, a soft demapper generates log-likelihood ratios
(LLRs), which after deinterleaving are provided as input to the
decoding stages, i.e., an LDPC decoder, followed by a BCH
decoder.
A number of simplifications of the satellite transmission
chain in the forward link can be considered, preserving all
key aspects that affect the physical layer performance. The
free-space signal propagation can be characterized as a slow-
fading process due to rainy weather, and is handled by means
of adaptive coding and modulation (ACM), as well as a fading
margin in the link budget. The flat gain of the atmospheric
satellite channel is also a factor in the link budget, included in
the calculation of the available SNR at the receiver. Since the
physical layer performance is evaluated as a function of the
SNR, unity atmospheric channel gain is considered in the sim-
ulations presented in Section IV. Since the HPA at the gateway
is operated in the linear regime, the nonlinearity in the satellite
channel is introduced primarily by the TWTA. The transmitter
and receiver are assumed to be fine synchronized, i.e., genie-
aided synchronization is performed based on correlation with
the transmitted signal, ideally assumed to be known.
As a result, the received PL frame at the input of the
demodulator at the user terminal receiver can be expressed
as:
x(0) = Eq
n
hSRRCF 

hOMUX  F
 
hIMUX
 hSRRCF  Pre

x
	
+w
  exp( j )o; (2)
where x is the transmitted symbol vector in baseband, Pre fg
is the applied pre-distortion operator, hSRRCF is the impulse
response vector of the SRRCF filter, and hIMUX is the impulse
response of the IMUX filter. The non-linear transfer function
of the TWTA is denoted as F (), hOMUX is the impulse
response of the OMUX filter, w is the AWGN vector,  
is the phase deviation vector, and  denotes element-wise
multiplication. In this model, the transmitted signal x has an
average energy per symbol of Es, and the AWGN w has a
power spectral density of N0. In addition, the responses of
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the SRRCFs and the IMUX/OMUX filters are normalized for
unity average power. The same applies for the pre-distorter
and the equalizer. Finally, the amplifier function is normalized
for unity peak power, and the phase noise is defined by means
of a power spectral density mask.
B. Satellite Channel Modelling
In the satellite forward link, the main sources of distortion
are the imperfect characteristics of the IMUX and OMUX
filters and the non-linear TWTA response. The signal is also
distorted by phase noise due to local oscillator instabilities
during the up- and down-conversion processes. In addition,
AWGN is introduced at the LNA of the receiver.
1) IMUX and OMUX Filters: Measured magnitude and
group-delay responses of the IMUX and OMUX filters in
the satellite transponder have been provided as a reference
in the DVB-S2X implementation guidelines [3]. While the
guidelines only specify the set of characteristics of a 36-MHz
transponder, the filter responses are equally applicable to a
225-MHz transponder by using appropriately specified scaling
factors for the frequency axis. A computationally efficient and
stable implementation of the measured filter responses can be
obtained by means of a Chebyshev Type II infinite impulse
response (IIR) filter. Synthesized magnitude and group-delay
responses of the IMUX and OMUX filters are presented in
Fig. 2, using the cheby2 function of the MathWorks MATLAB
signal processing toolbox. A 7th-order Chebyshev Type II
filter with  34-dB ripple and 23-MHz edge frequency is used
for the IMUX filter, while a 5th-order Chebyshev Type II
filter with  38-dB ripple and 28:6-MHz edge frequency is
considered for the OMUX filter. They show to be a good match
when compared to the measured responses from [3]. The
resulting digital impulse responses, hIMUX and hOMUX, have
been generated using 8 oversampling, and are convolved
with a digital representation of the signal. The IMUX/OMUX
filters introduce linear distortion in the form of memory effects
due to frequency selectivity at high baud rates, which corrupts
the matched filtering at the receiver and amplifies the AWGN.
2) TWTA: In this study, a practical model of a non-linear
Ka-band linearized TWTA in the satellite forward link is
considered. The input amplitude/output amplitude (AM/AM)
and input amplitude/output phase (AM/PM) characteristics
are presented in Fig. 3, and are denoted as A() and (),
respectively. They only depend on the signal amplitude. As
a result, the output signal after the TWTA, F (s), can be
expressed as F (s) = A(jsj) exp [j(jsj) + j arg(s)], where
s is the input signal. In this study, F (s) is evaluated using
linear interpolation or extrapolation on the measured AM/AM
and AM/PM characteristics.
In order to facilitate an efficient energy consumption on
board the satellite, it is desirable to operate the TWTA close
to saturation. In this non-linear regime, signals from higher
order APSK constellations are known to suffer from non-linear
distortions. Therefore, an OBO is applied to shift the power
transfer towards the linear regime at the cost of a penalty
in the energy efficiency. The OBO is defined as the ratio
(a) Magnitude and group delay responses of IMUX filter.
(b) Magnitude and group delay responses of OMUX filter.
Fig. 2: Filter characteristics of a 36-MHz satellite transponder
in the forward link.
Fig. 3: AM/AM and AM/PM transfer characteristics of a Ka-
band linearized TWTA.
between the peak output power of the amplifier and the average
output power of the signal in the linear domain [14]. The non-
linear distortion introduced by the TWTA can be described as
constellation warping and symbol clustering at the input of the
demodulator at the receiver [4]. The interfering component is
dependent on the signal waveform, and therefore contains use-
ful information. In single-carrier digital transmission schemes,
as well as in multi-carrier transmission with a small number of
carriers, the interfering component is correlated with the trans-
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Fig. 4: Phase noise power spectral density mask of the Ka-
band VSAT scenario in the satellite forward link.
mitted symbols. The received symbols can be decomposed in
an attenuated and rotated replica of the transmitted symbols
plus non-linear distortion noise. Each received centroid can
be individually warped, i.e., it is scaled by a complex-valued
factor relative to the transmitted constellation point. There is
no general assumption on the distribution of the non-linear
distortion noise.
3) AWGN and Phase Noise: At the user terminal receiver,
the RF signal is first amplified by means of an LNA. Here,
AWGN with double-sided power spectral density N0=2 is
introduced to the bandpass information signal. The equivalent
baseband signal collects AWGN with one-sided power spectral
density N0 [12]. After the down-conversion stage, the signal
is distorted by phase noise due to local oscillator instabilities.
The used aggregate single-sided power spectral density mask
of the phase noise is presented in Fig. 4, corresponding to
the Ka-band VSAT scenario [3]. According to the procedure
outlined in Annex G of [3], the phase deviation process can be
modelled as a colored Gaussian process. Under the assumption
of small signals, the double-sided power spectral density of
this colored Gaussian process corresponds to the single-sided
power spectral density mask of the phase noise. The generated
phase deviation samples modulate a complex phasor, which is
then multiplied with the signal. The impact of phase noise,
in addition to the AWGN, stretches the distribution of the
noise at the receiver along the constellation ring, degrading
the performance of the demodulator.
C. Channel Compensation Techniques
The non-linear compensation solutions include a variety
of pre-distortion techniques at the transmitter. Signal pre-
distortion [5] is commonly used for amplifier linearization
by means of analog electronics that implement the inverse
of the amplifier characteristic. Signal pre-distortion can also
be applied digitally, i.e., on the samples of a pulse shaped
signal immediately before the DAC in the transmitter chain.
Nowadays, analog pre-distortion is less common than digital
methods. Signal pre-distortion is known to introduce unwanted
out-of-band radiation to be suppressed by a transmit filter. A
recently proposed solution against spectral regrowth is band-
limited signal pre-distortion [9], [10] which applies digital
filters to the out-of-band components and compensates the
effect of the non-linear device on the in-band portion of the
signal.
Data pre-distortion [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [11] is a purely
digital technique that preserves the signal spectrum, and it is
applied to the constellation symbols prior to pulse shaping.
Static data pre-distortion [3], [4], [5], [11] accounts for static
nonlinearities in the channel, whereby the transmit constella-
tion is modified such that the received centroids are close to the
original transmit constellation. The pre-distorted constellation
points are stored in a look-up table (LUT). Dynamic data pre-
distortion [4], [11] compensates in addition the memory effects
in the channel. It takes into account the current symbol, as well
as (L 1)=2 symbols preceding and succeeding each symbol,
where L is the memory depth. As a result, the size of the LUT
is increased to ML 1, where M is the modulation order, for
every utilized constellation. Given the already high number of
constellations in the DVB-S2X standard, the size of the LUT
may require impractically large storage memory.
In general, the more carriers are multiplexed, the lower
the constellation warping at the receiver, and the clustering
is transformed into Gaussian noise. For a small number of
carriers, the signals on the individual carriers become corre-
lated after the non-linear device. As a result, in the case of
LUT-based pre-distorters, the size of the LUT increases dra-
matically, as it needs to store the pre-distorter information for
all combinations between the signals, i.e., used constellations.
As an alternative to LUT-based pre-distortion, the dynamic
pre-distorter functions can also be computed adaptively using
indirect learning [6], [7] or direct learning algorithms [7]. For
this purpose, a model for the non-linear channel with memory
is required, e.g., a Volterra series [18] or a memory polynomial
model [6], [7], [19]. In data pre-distortion algorithms, these
models include the linear and non-linear blocks along the
chain, e.g., the pulse shaping SRRCF at the transmitter, the
IMUX/OMUX filters, the TWTA, and the matched SRRCF
at the receiver. In order to train the model coefficients, a
dedicated training sequence is transmitted and fed back from
the receiver. This can be practically implemented by means
of the P2 pilot fields in the superframe format. As another
alternative solution, successive data pre-distortion has been
introduced in [8] for multi-carrier transmission. This technique
employs the measured IMUX/OMUX and TWTA character-
istics, as well as the impulse responses of the SRRCFs at
the transmitter and the receiver, to iteratively minimize the
interfering component.
The symbol-based equalizer with non-linear distortion can-
cellation proposed in this study as an addition to the user termi-
nal receiver in the satellite forward link is a form of decision-
directed equalizer [12]. This equalizer has been shown to be an
effective technique to compensate the interfering component
in a non-linear channel, and to significantly reduce the SNR
penalty with respect to the linear channel [14], [15], [17], [20].
It is the objective of this paper to compare the performance of
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the proposed equalizer with state-of-the-art dynamic data pre-
distortion, successive data pre-distortion, as well as static data
pre-distortion, and to show that the best system performance is
achieved when both pre-distortion at transmitter and decision-
directed equalization at the receiver are applied. In addition,
the performance of a simple ML demodulator in the detector
in the cancellation loop is compared against an LDPC decoder,
in order to show the robustness of the proposed equalizer to
decision errors.
III. ITERATIVE EQUALIZATION AND CANCELLATION OF
NON-LINEAR DISTORTION
In this section, the background and operation of the symbol-
based equalizer with non-linear distortion cancellation are
discussed. The building blocks in the forward link setup, in-
cluding two equalizer architectures are defined. These include
an ML demodulator with hard decision (Rx 1) and a soft
information exchange with the LDPC decoder (Rx 2) in the
cancellation loop.
A. Background and Motivation
Decision-directed detection by means of turbo equalization
has been proposed for application in non-linear satellite chan-
nels in [13]. A channel model based on Volterra series is
assumed, and minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) filters
are computed to cancel the non-linear terms in an iterative
fashion, using soft information exchange with the LDPC
decoder. In [14], a novel symbol-based iterative equalization
scheme has been introduced which reduces the complexity
of the receiver by means of a simplified model for the
received symbols after the non-linear device, and by using
ML demodulation with hard decision in the cancellation loop.
Instead of computing MMSE filters for every component in
the Volterra series, a simple procedure can be applied to
reconstruct and cancel the non-linear noise component. At the
heart of the simplification is a first-order decomposition of
the received symbols at the input of the demodulator, based
on a symbol scaling factor representing the warping effect
and a non-linear noise component containing the higher non-
linear orders. In addition to non-linear compensation, memory
effects in the form of ISI are also taken into account in the
reconstruction and cancellation of the interfering component
due to the fact that the equalizer operates on a large block of
symbols, e.g., a PL frame.
The proposed equalizer estimates and cancels the inter-
ference in the non-linear channel with memory based on
detection of the symbols at the receiver. The receiver in the
return satellite link, e.g., a gateway station, receives all the
signals, and therefore it can compensate adjacent channel
interference (ACI) in the form of intermodulation interference
(IMI) between the carriers in a multi-carrier scenario. In
the forward satellite link, however, a receiver, e.g., a user
terminal, normally receives the signal on a single carrier,
unless cooperation between receivers is assumed. As a result, it
can only compensate the self-interference within that carrier,
in the form of ISI, caused during the transmission over the
non-linear channel with memory. Therefore, the proposed
Fig. 5: Block diagram of the symbol-based equalizer with non-
linear distortion cancellation in the satellite forward link, using
an ML demodulator (Rx 1 - bold solid lines) or an LDPC
decoder (Rx 2 - bold dotted lines) in the cancellation loop.
The estimate of the distorted received symbols can be obtained
by either using the characteristics of the IMUX/OMUX filters
and TWTA or a memory polynomial model.
equalizer is best suitable for single-carrier scenarios in the
satellite forward link. It can also be applied in a multi-carrier
scenario in combination with a pre-distortion technique at the
transmitter that compensates the IMI. In this case, the proposed
equalizer can further minimize the residual self-interference
within the received carrier.
B. Function
The block diagram of the symbol-based equalizer with
non-linear distortion cancellation is presented in Fig. 5. The
symbols at the output of the linear equalizer, downsampled to
the Nyquist rate, are provided as input to the iterative non-
linear equalizer. At this point, a set of received symbols, e.g.,
a received PL frame x(0), is buffered. As a first step of the
processing, detection is performed with the received symbols,
whereby two receiver structures are evaluated in this study.
The performance of a simple ML demodulator in the detector
in the cancellation loop is compared against an LDPC decoder,
in order to show the robustness of the proposed equalizer to
decision errors.
In the first receiver (Rx 1), the symbols are ML demodulated
by means of a hard decision using the received constellation
centroids as a reference. Here, the P2 modulated pilot symbols
in each DVB-S2X bundled PL frame [1], as part of the su-
perframe format, are utilized in order to estimate the received
constellation centroids. The vector of detected symbols used
in the ith iteration is denoted as bx(i 1) = Demod x(i 1).
In the second receiver (Rx 2), the LDPC decoder is included
in the cancellation loop in accordance with the setup of
the turbo equalizer [13]. The detected symbols are therefore
obtained after soft information exchange with the decoder,
i.e., after soft demapping, deinterleaving, LDPC decoding,
interleaving and soft mapping are applied to the symbols
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x(i 1). Here, the soft demapper provides extrinsic LLRs to
the decoder via deinterleaver, using the received constellation
centroids as reference, and employs the interleaved LLRs from
the previous decoding iteration as a priori information [13].
The interleaved decoder LLRs are also used in the soft mapper
to compute bit probabilities Prfan;q = bm;qg, where an;q
are the bits corresponding to a symbol x(i 1)n , bm;q are
interleaved source bits corresponding to a constellation point,
cm, q = 1; :::; log2(M), m = 1; :::;M , where M is the
modulation order. Under the assumption of bit independence,
these probabilities are used to compute soft detected symbols
as follows:
bx(i 1)n = MX
m=1
cm
log2(M)Y
q=1
Prfan;q = bm;qg: (3)
The estimate of the interfering component is obtained
through subtraction of two terms. To obtain the first term, in
Rx 1, the detected symbols are scaled by individual attenuation
factors, Kcm , according to the respective constellation point
cm, to obtain x(i 1), where x
(i 1)
cm;n = Kcmbx(i 1)cm;n . This is
essential to account for the constellation warping effects. The
individual scaling factors represent the ratio of a received
centroid to the corresponding transmitted constellation point.
In Rx 2, soft scaled symbols are calculated as follows:
x(i 1)n =
MX
m=1
Kcmcm
log2(M)Y
q=1
Prfan;q = bm;qg: (4)
To obtain the second term, the symbols bx(i 1) are used
to estimate the distorted received symbols based on models
of the distortion functions and the processing blocks along
the transmission chain. Here, only models for the distortion
sources are used, which can be considered deterministic. These
include the linear and non-linear distortions in the satellite
transponder due to the IMUX filter, TWTA, and OMUX
filter. Measured models for the linear and non-linear distor-
tion functions, such as the measured AM/AM and AM/PM
characteristics of the TWTA and the measured magnitude and
group delay responses of the IMUX and OMUX filters, can be
all obtained before the commission of each satellite. In state-
of-the-art non-linear compensation techniques, the Volterra
series and memory polynomial models [6], [7], [19] can be
used to describe the non-linear channel with memory. These
models can be obtained at the receiver by means of training
data, and they can follow the slow time-variant changes in
the transponder characteristics, such as diurnal changes in the
responses of the analog filters or variations in the OBO. In
practice, a sufficiently accurate channel model can be obtained,
using the P2 pilot fields in the DVB-S2X superframe format,
by means of the memory polynomial model with higher non-
linear order and higher memory depth. Therefore, under the
assumption of accurate channel estimation, the amplitude and
phase characteristics of the TWTA and IMUX/OMUX filters
from Section II-B are directly used in the proposed equalizer in
this study, as an equivalent to the memory polynomial model,
to obtain an estimate of the the received symbols.
In addition, if the application of a pre-distorter at the trans-
mitter is desirable in conjunction with the non-linear equalizer
at the receiver, the setup of the pre-distortion operation is
made known to the receiver, e.g., as information in the frame
transmission preamble, frame header, or dedicated signalling
channel. For completeness, the pre-distortion block is included
in the setup of the non-linear equalizer in Fig. 5.
Therefore, in order to estimate the distorted received sym-
bols, the symbols bx(i 1) are first passed through the known
pre-distorter block. The symbols are then pulse shaped, and
the models for the IMUX filter, TWTA (maintaining the
operating point), and OMUX filter are applied. As part of the
receiver chain, the symbols are match-filtered, and the known
linear equalizer block is applied. The estimate of the received
symbols can be expressed as:
x
(i 1)
est = Eq

hSRRCF  hOMUX 
 F

hIMUX  hSRRCF  Pre
nbx(i 1)o: (5)
The scaled symbols are subtracted from the estimate of the
received symbols to reconstruct an estimate of the non-linear
distortion noise as:
d(i) = x
(i 1)
est   x(i 1) : (6)
This estimate of the interfering component is subtracted
from the buffered symbols to obtain a new set of the received
symbols as output of the first iteration of non-linear distortion
cancellation. In the second iteration, the newly obtained re-
ceived symbols are detected and used to better estimate the
interfering component, which is again subtracted from the
originally buffered received symbols. The improved vector of
received symbols after the ith iteration can be expressed as:
x(i) = x(0)   d(i) : (7)
The output of this process are the newly obtained received
symbols after a number of iterations. It is shown in Section IV
that even one iteration can yield a significant energy efficiency
gain. Finally, the buffer is released and a new frame of received
symbols is processed. As the iterative symbol-based equalizer
outputs symbols with reduced interference, more reliable LLRs
can be computed at the subsequently applied soft demapper,
improving the performance of the decoder.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, PER performance of the iterative symbol-
based equalizer applied at the receiver is studied for applica-
tion in the single-carrier VSAT forward satellite link. First,
the robustness of the detector in the cancellation loop to
decision errors is evaluated by comparing the performance of
simple ML demodulation with hard decision (Rx 1) against
soft information exchange with the LDPC decoder (Rx 2). The
convergence of the iterative distortion cancellation approach
is presented for a higher number of iterations. The PER
performance of the proposed equalizer is then compared with a
number of non-linear channel compensation techniques at the
transmitter, such as dynamic data pre-distortion with memory
polynomial model [6], successive data pre-distortion using
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exact transponder characteristics [8], and the reference DVB-
S2X static data pre-distortion [3], [4], [5], [11]. The joint
application of non-linear compensation techniques at both the
transmitter and the receiver is also considered, in order to
show the highest achievable gains. In all scenarios, a linear
equalizer is applied as a standard feature of the DVB-S2X
receiver. The proposed iterative symbol-based equalizer is
applied immediately after the linear equalizer. Finally, the
computational complexity of the proposed equalizer is eval-
uated and compared to the pre-distortion solutions.
A single-carrier VSAT scenario is considered for the per-
formance evaluation as representative of state-of-the-art inter-
active satellite networks, specified as one of the four reference
scenarios in the DVB-S2X implementation guidelines [3]. The
satellite channel model consists of the IMUX and OMUX
filter characteristics, the transfer characteristic of the linearized
TWTA, the phase noise and AWGN. Constellations of 16-
APSK and 32-APSK are simulated, whereby one modulation
order is applied per PL frame. A carrier symbol rate of 27:5
MBaud is applied with 20% roll-off factor as a legacy scenario
to DVB-S2 [21], while also 34 MBaud with 5% roll-off factor
is considered as an example of high carrier symbol rate with
low roll-off factor in the transponder bandwidth of 36MHz. In
this way, the performance of the channel compensation tech-
niques can be studied in a scenario with lower linear distortion
and a scenario with higher linear distortion. In addition, non-
linear distortion is added by operating the TWTA at low OBO
settings. Due to unavailability of directly comparable results
from the DVB-S2X implementation guidelines for the single-
carrier VSAT scenario, the optimum OBO values of 1:6 dB and
2:2 dB for 16-APSK and 32-APSK, respectively, are borrowed
from the single-carrier DTH scenario [3]. A higher OBO
setting of 10 dB is also considered in the comparison with
successive data pre-distortion, in order to provide a reference
scenario with only linear distortion, and thus facilitate the
evaluation of the capability of the pre-distortion and equal-
ization techniques to compensate non-linear distortion in the
presence of memory effects. It should be noted, that while
the the DVB-S2X implementation guidelines [3] suggest a
direct up-scaling of the symbol rates and filter characteristics
from a 36-MHz transponder to a 225-MHz transponder, the
implementation of a linearized wide-band amplifier may have
a frequency response different from the assumed memoryless
model, resulting in further distortion and degradation of the
performance of the receiver.
There are a number of processing blocks used in the
compared algorithms which require training procedures sum-
marized as follows:
 In the scenario with static data pre-distortion and linear
equalization, these include the taps of the linear equalizer
and the pre-distorted constellation for static data pre-
distortion. The taps of the linear equalizer can be com-
puted at the receiver by using P pilots from a quadrature
phase-shift keying (QPSK) constellation at the input of
the linear equalizer. The pre-distorted constellation is then
computed at the transmitter by using fed-back P2 pilots
at the output of the linear equalizer at the receiver.
 In the scenario with dynamic data pre-distortion and
linear equalization, these are the inverse channel model
based on the memory polynomial model and the taps
of the linear equalizer. For the training of the inverse
channel model, first, the P2 pilots at the input of the linear
equalizer at the receiver are fed back to the transmitter,
in order to compute the memory polynomial coefficients
of the pre-distorter. The taps of the linear equalizer are
then computed by means of pre-distorted P pilots from
QPSK constellation at the input of the linear equalizer.
 In the scenarios where the the symbol-based iterative
equalizer is applied after the linear equalizer, the received
constellation centroids are trained last, and these are
obtained from equalized P2 pilot symbols at the output of
the linear equalizer. When pre-distortion techniques are
applied in conjunction with the symbol-based iterative
equalizer, these P2 pilots are also pre-distorted at the
transmitter.
A. ML demodulation vs. LDPC decoding in the detector in
the cancellation loop
The detector in the cancellation loop of the proposed
symbol-based non-linear equalizer plays the significant role
of providing reliable received symbols for estimation and
cancellation of the interfering component. A turbo equalizer
performs the iterations by exchanging information with the
decoder stage. Therefore, it is of interest to compare the
performance of the simple ML demodulator (Rx 1) against
a setup, where the LDPC decoder (Rx 2) is included in the
cancellation loop.
The performance of the channel compensation techniques is
evaluated by means of a Monte Carlo simulation of the PER in
the satellite forward link. The PER is evaluated as a function
of the SNR defined as Psat=N , i.e., the ratio of the on-board
TWTA saturation power to the noise power, which can be
related to the Es=N0 ratio in the linear domain as follows [3]:
Psat
N
=
Es
N0
Rs
Wref
OBO ; (8)
where Rs is the symbol rate and Wref is the transponder
bandwidth in single-carrier mode. A high number of long PL
frames are simulated, e.g., up to 106 packets per simulation
point, resulting in sufficient convergence of the statistics down
to a PER of 10 3.
The results for 1 and 2 iterations of non-linear distortion
noise cancellation are presented in Fig. 6. There is a minor
difference between ML demodulation and LDPC decoding
within 0:2 dB across the scenarios. This shows that simple
ML demodulation of the received symbols is sufficient in the
context of the proposed equalizer in this scenario, resulting in
significant reduction of the computational complexity of the
receiver. In addition, a higher number of iterations of Rx 1,
i.e., 4, 5 and 10 iterations, have also been simulated in the
scenario with 32-APSK, 34 Mbaud symbol rate and 5% roll-
off. The results confirm the stable and rapid convergence of the
performance for higher number of iterations with negligible
improvements beyond 2 iterations. In the following, only Rx
1 is considered in the simulations of the iterative symbol-based
equalizer.
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(a) 16-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
(b) 32-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
Fig. 6: PER of single-carrier TDM with non-linear distortion
cancellation at receiver in the satellite forward link at practical
OBO, using ML demodulation (Rx 1) or LDPC decoding (Rx
2) in the cancellation loop. Solid lines represent the scenario
with 20% roll-off and 27:5 Mbaud symbol rate, while the
dashed lines correspond to the scenario with 5% roll-off and
34 Mbaud symbol rate.
B. Symbol-based equalization and non-linear distortion can-
cellation vs. dynamic data pre-distortion
For compensation of the non-linear channel with memory,
dynamic data pre-distortion with indirect learning [6] is ap-
plied with memory of Q = 5 taps and highest non-linear
order of P = 5 in the memory polynomial model, sufficient to
well suppress the signal distortions according to [6]. Here, the
inversion of the polynomial model is obtained by means of a
least squares (LS) approach. The performance of the symbol-
based equalizer is evaluated for 1 and 2 iterations of non-
linear distortion cancellation. In addition, the performance of
the combination of the two solutions is also simulated.
The PER performances of dynamic data pre-distortion (dyn.
PD) and symbol-based equalizer with non-linear distortion
cancellation (iter. EQ) are compared with conventional static
data pre-distortion (stat. PD) in Fig. 7. Dynamic data pre-
distortion provides an SNR gain as compared to static data pre-
distortion. However, even one iteration of non-linear distortion
cancellation is sufficient to outperform pre-distortion, and to
obtain the majority of the gain. The SNR gains at PER of
10 3 relative to static data pre-distortion are summarized
in TABLE I. These energy efficiency gains are shown to
increase for higher-order modulations due to their higher
sensitivity to non-linear distortion. In addition, higher gains of
the channel compensation schemes can be seen in the scenario
with 34-Mbaud symbol rate and 5% roll-off as compared
to the scenario with 27:5-Mbaud symbol rate and 20% roll-
off, because of the higher linear distortion, due to the higher
symbol rate close to the full transponder bandwidth, and the
higher non-linear distortion, due to the increased PAPR of the
waveform at the lower roll-off factor.
In order to facilitate a fair comparison between scenarios
with different non-linear channel characteristics and the perfor-
mance in the AWGN channel, the residual gain of the TWTA
at the considered OBO, GOBO, is defined. This gain represents
the ratio between the input back-off (IBO) and the OBO in the
linear domain, where the IBO is defined as the ratio between
the peak input power of the amplifier and the average input
power of the signal. Since practical amplifier characteristics
are generally normalized for unity peak input/output power,
the following relationship holds: IBO  OBO for OBO  0
dB. Therefore, the amplifier introduces a residual gain in the
Es=N0 and Psat=N for OBO > 0. For a fair comparison,
a normalized Es=N0 is defined and used as a comparative
metric. It is derived from the Psat=N requirement, whereby the
the influence of the residual gain GOBO is undone. In general,
as the gain of the TWTA reduces the Psat=N requirement, to
undo its influence means to increase the Psat=N in (8) by
GOBO. As a result, the normalized Es=N0 can be defined in
the linear domain as follows:
norm:
Es
N0
=
Psat
N
GOBO

Rs
Wref
OBO
 1
: (9)
The results in this paper are first compared to the Es=N0
requirements of 16-APSK and 32-APSK with a 3=4-rate
LDPC code and a BCH code in the AWGN channel [21],
i.e., 10:21 dB and 12:73 dB, respectively. While Psat=N =
Es=N0 = norm:Es=N0 for the AWGN curves in Fig. 7, these
SNRs are related via (8) and (9) in the other scenarios. The
Psat=N requirements of the best achievable performance of
the channel compensation techniques in the scenario with 27:5
Mbaud symbol rate and 20% roll-off from Fig. 7 are 10:95
dB and 13:32 dB for 16-APSK and 32-APSK, respectively.
Using the 1-dB and 1:4-dB gains of the TWTA from Fig. 3 at
1:6 dB and 2:2 dB OBO, respectively, the normalized Es=N0
requirements can be computed as 11:52 dB and 13:69 dB. It
is shown that the studied non-linear compensation techniques
significantly reduce the gap to the performance in the AWGN
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Scenario with 3=4-rate LDPC code
and BCH code
Required
Psat=N of
stat. PD [3]
Gain
of dyn.
PD [6]
Gain of
20 iter.
PD [8]
Gain of
2 iter.
EQ Rx 1
Gain of dyn.
PD [6] + 2
iter. EQ Rx 1
Gain of 20 iter.
PD [8] + 2 iter.
EQ Rx 1
16-APSK, 27:5MBaud, 20% roll-off 12.23 0:17 0:31 1:21 1:28 1:38
16-APSK, 34 MBaud, 5% roll-off 14.8 0:69 1:37 2:19 2:28 2:5
32-APSK, 27:5MBaud, 20% roll-off 15.53 0:29 0:37 2:19 2:21 2:25
32-APSK, 34 MBaud, 5% roll-off 19.54 1:71 2:8 4:8 4:81 4:95
TABLE I: Required Psat=N [dB] at 10 3 PER of static data pre-distortion [3] and relative gains [dB] of dynamic [6]/succes-
sive [8] data pre-distortion at the transmitter and non-linear distortion cancellation at the receiver (Rx 1) in the single-carrier
VSAT satellite forward link at practical OBO.
(a) 16-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
(b) 32-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
Fig. 7: PER of single-carrier TDM with static/dynamic data
pre-distortion at the transmitter and/or non-linear distortion
cancellation at the receiver in the satellite forward link at
practical OBO. Solid lines represent the scenario with 20%
roll-off and 27:5 Mbaud symbol rate, while the dashed lines
correspond to the scenario with 5% roll-off and 34 Mbaud
symbol rate. Normalized Es=N0 is presented at selected points.
channel from [21] from 2:59 dB to 1:31 dB and from 3:17
dB to 0:96 dB for 16-APSK and 32-APSK, respectively. If
one executes the same computation for the scenario with 34
Mbaud symbol rate and 5% roll off, the gap to the AWGN
channel is reduced from 4:24 dB to 1:96 dB and from 6:26
dB to 1:45 dB.
While there is no direct comparison for the single-carrier
VSAT scenario with the scenarios simulated in [3], the pre-
sented results of static data pre-distortion with linear equaliza-
tion in this paper can be compared with the results reported
in [3] in the single-carrier DTH scenario with 34-Mbaud
symbol rate and 5% roll-off for 3=4-rate 16-APSK. The
differences in the satellite link setup between the two scenarios
are the conventional (not linearized) TWTA characteristics and
the higher phase noise in the DTH scenario. The Psat=N in
the DTH scenario is reported as 13 dB for an equivalent PER
of 10 3. The compared performance in Fig. 7 for the VSAT
scenario is 14:8 dB. In order to compare the two values in
terms of normalized Es=N0, the residual gain of the TWTA
at the considered OBO needs to be taken into account. In
the DTH scenario, the not linearized TWTA has a gain of
approximately 4:5 dB at 1:6 dB OBO, while the linearized
TWTA has a gain of only 1 dB. As a result, it can be argued
that the result presented in this paper for the VSAT scenario
are 1:7 dB better in terms of normalized Es=N0 than the result
of the DTH scenario in [3]. This difference can be attributed
to the lower non-linear distortion due to the use of a linearized
TWTA model and lower phase noise in the VSAT scenario.
In order to provide a justification for the numerical accu-
racy of the results, a number of implementation issues are
discussed. First, the implementation of the fractionally-spaced
linear equalizer is subject to step size optimization used for
the training of the equalizer taps in an adaptive fashion. In
addition, the practical implementation of the filter responses
by means of Chebyshev Type II approximation offers a slightly
higher group delay as compared to the measured responses for
the considered symbol rates. Finally, the OBO setting itself can
be a source of mismatch, because the DVB-S2X implementa-
tion guidelines [3] specify a range of the OBO setting within
0:2 0:3 dB for the single-carrier DTH scenario. These values
have been adopted in this paper for application in the single-
carrier VSAT scenario, due to unavailability of specified values
for this case in [3]. As a result, these impairments need to
be taken into account when comparing the results to another
implementation. All the relevant implementation parameters
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in this paper have been mentioned in the setup definitions in
Section II.
C. Symbol-based equalization and non-linear distortion can-
cellation vs. successive data pre-distortion
The iterative symbol-based equalizer is also compared to
successive data pre-distortion [8] applied in the single-carrier
VSAT scenario. Instead of using a memory polynomial model
to compute the pre-distorter function as in dynamic data pre-
distortion, successive data pre-distortion directly employs the
measured characteristics of the TWTA, IMUX, and OMUX
filters, as well as the SRRCF responses at transmitter and
receiver, in order to estimate and cancel the interfering com-
ponent. The symbol-based equalizer is applied with 1 and 2
iterations of non-linear distortion cancellation. The iterative
data pre-distortion technique is used with 20 iterations of data
pre-distortion, following the setup used in [8]. Similar modu-
lation and coding, as well as OBO settings, are considered as
in the previous section.
The PER performances of successive data pre-distortion
(iter. PD) and symbol-based equalizer with non-linear distor-
tion cancellation (iter. EQ) are compared with conventional
static data pre-distortion (stat. PD) in Fig. 8. Iterative succes-
sive data pre-distortion shows significant gains with respect to
static data pre-distortion, and even outperforms dynamic data
pre-distortion. However, iterative symbol-based equalization
still proves to be the superior solution, achieving gains with
respect to successive data pre-distortion of 0:9 dB and 1:82
dB for 16-APSK and 32-APSK, respectively, in the scenario
with 27:5 Mbaud symbol rate and 20% roll-off, and 0:82 dB
and 2 dB in the scenario with 34 Mbaud symbol rate and
5% roll-off. The SNR gains at PER of 10 3 of the scenarios
with successive data pre-distortion are also summarized in
TABLE I. The combination of successive data pre-distortion at
the transmitter and symbol-based equalization with non-linear
distortion cancellation at the receiver presents small additional
gains of up to 0:31 dB across the scenarios as compared
to iterative equalization alone, proving the effectiveness of
the proposed equalizer. Nonetheless, the best performance in
the studied VSAT scenario is achieved with this combination,
showing gains of up to 4:95 dB as compared to standard static
data pre-distortion.
Finally, in order to compare the capability of successive
data pre-distortion and iterative equalization to compensate
the non-linear distortions in the channel, the performance is
evaluated in a scenario with only linear distortions by means of
simulations at large OBO of 10 dB. The results are presented
in Fig. 9. The residual linear distortions can be quantified by
computing the gap to the AWGN channel by means of the
normalized Es=N0, considering the 3-dB gain of the TWTA
at 10-dB OBO. In the scenario with 27:5 Mbaud symbol rate
and 20% roll-off, the joint application of the advanced channel
compensation techniques reduces the gap to the AWGN chan-
nel from 1:47 dB to 0:58 dB and from 1:84 dB to 0:34 dB for
16-APSK and 32-APSK, respectively, as compared to static
data pre-distortion and linear equalization. Here, successive
data pre-distortion alone only provides gains of 0:24 dB and
(a) 16-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
(b) 32-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
Fig. 8: PER of single-carrier TDM with static/successive data
pre-distortion at the transmitter and/or non-linear distortion
cancellation at the receiver in the satellite forward link at
practical OBO. Solid lines represent the scenario with 20%
roll-off and 27:5 Mbaud symbol rate, while the dashed lines
correspond to the scenario with 5% roll-off and 34 Mbaud
symbol rate.
0:33 dB, while iterative equalization reduces the gap by 0:68
dB and 1:33 dB. In the scenario with 34 Mbaud symbol rate
and 5% roll-off, the gap to the AWGN channel is reduced
from 1:87 dB to 0:74 dB and from 2:55 dB to 0:48 dB for
16-APSK and 32-APSK, respectively. In this case, successive
data pre-distortion alone only provides gains of 0:78 dB and
1:39 dB, while iterative equalization reduces the gap by 1:07
dB and 2 dB. These simulations confirm that the proposed
equalizer better compensates the linear distortions. In addition,
due to the respectively larger gains achieved in the non-linear
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(a) 16-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
(b) 32-APSK with 3=4-rate LDPC code and BCH code.
Fig. 9: PER of single-carrier TDM with static/successive data
pre-distortion at the transmitter and/or non-linear distortion
cancellation at the receiver in the satellite forward link at high
OBO of 10 dB. Solid lines represent the scenario with 20%
roll-off and 27:5 Mbaud symbol rate, while the dashed lines
correspond to the scenario with 5% roll-off and 34 Mbaud
symbol rate. Normalized Es=N0 is presented at selected points.
channel shown in TABLE I, it can be argued that the proposed
equalizer better compensates also the non-linear distortions as
compared to the pre-distortion solution.
The presented considerable improvements in energy effi-
ciency enable the use of higher order modulation together with
very high symbol rates close to the limits of the transponder
bandwidth, as well as very low roll-off factors. As a result,
the spectral efficiency of the air interface is increased, which
translates into increased user data rates and satellite system
capacity.
D. Complexity
The complexity of the proposed equalizer is evaluated as
the number of complex-valued multiplications required for the
processing of one information symbol, since the complexity is
linear with the number of symbols. The non-linear equalizer
can apply the characteristics of the IMUX/OMUX filters and
the TWTA to estimate the distorted received symbols, as
shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the complexity of the processing
blocks can be analyzed as follows:
 The two SRRCFs are applied to an oversampled version
of the signal. Therefore, pulse shaping and matched
filtering require 2NSRRCF complex-valued multiplica-
tions, where  is the oversampling factor and NSRRCF is
the number of symbol durations in the SRRCF impulse
response length.
 The IMUX and OMUX IIR filters are also applied with
oversampling. As a result, the required operations are
(2NIMUX + 1) + (2NOMUX + 1), where NIMUX and
NOMUX are the filter orders.
 The TWTA transfer function can be applied by means of
interpolation or extrapolation with the oversampled sig-
nal. This only requires 2 real-valued multiplications per
amplitude or phase components, as well as 3 real-valued
multiplications per sample for the complex-polar and
polar-complex transformations, which is approximately
equivalent to 1 complex-valued multiplication per sample,
i.e.,  operations per symbol.
 The linear equalizer is applied at twice the symbol rate,
and it requires 42 complex-valued multiplications.
 The ML demodulator operates at the symbol rate, and
evaluates the Euclidean distances to the reference con-
stellation points. This can be efficiently implemented
by means of 3M table look-ups and 3M real-valued
additions, and as a result has a negligible complexity.
 Finally, the scaling of the symbols by the respective
attenuation factors requires 1 operation per symbol.
The operations are repeated over Ni iterations. The complexity
can be summarized as:
CEQ = Ni
h

 
2NSRRCF + 2NIMUX + 2NOMUX + 3

+
+43 + CPD
i
;
(10)
where CPD is the complexity of the pre-distortion scheme. It
has been shown that even 1 iteration is sufficient to provide
the majority of the gain. Therefore, the complexity can be
evaluated to CEQ = 771 + CPD for  = 8, NSRRCF = 32,
NIMUX = 7, NOMUX = 5 and Ni = 1.
The proposed equalizer can also apply a memory poly-
nomial model to estimate the distorted received symbols as
shown in Fig. 5. According to [6], a memory polynomial
model with highest non-linear order P and memory of Q has
(Q+1)(P+1)=2 coefficients, whereby only the odd non-linear
orders are used. Since the training of the memory polynomial
model can be applied sporadically to follow the slow changes
in the channel, the real-time complexity only comes from the
application of the model coefficients to the signal. Therefore,
in this case, the complexity of the proposed equalizer can be
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expressed as:
CEQ;poly = Ni
h
(Q+ 1)(P + 1)=2 + 43 + CPD
i
: (11)
In this case, an equivalent complexity of CEQ;poly  CEQ =
771 + CPD can be achieved by the use of Q = 83 and P =
15, providing sufficient channel tap resolution to the linear
equalizer and sufficient accuracy in the channel model.
For comparison, the computational complexity of the stud-
ied data pre-distortion techniques at the transmitter is also
discussed. Since training of the pre-distorter functions is
performed only sporadically, it is excluded from the real-time
complexity. Static data pre-distortion can be applied by means
of a LUT, and its complexity can be considered negligible.
The studied dynamic data pre-distortion scheme [6] requires
CPD = 18 operations per symbol for the application of the
inverse channel model for Q = 5 and P = 5. The successive
data pre-distortion scheme requires CPD = 2NSRRCFNi
operations [8], which for  = 8, NSRRCF = 32, and Ni = 20
evaluates to CPD = 10240 operations. The complexity of the
pre-distortion techniques needs to be also taken into account
when applied in conjunction with the proposed equalizer, as
this can significantly increase the complexity of the receiver.
It is shown that the proposed equalizer alone provides sig-
nificant gain without pre-distortion, and even outperforms the
transmitter technique. While the dynamic data pre-distortion
solution is computationally efficient, it also provides less gain
as compared to successive data pre-distortion. These trade-offs
in terms of performance, complexity and cost are to be taken
into account by satellite model manufacturers when choosing
the optimum configuration of the gateway and user terminal
equipment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, symbol-based equalization with non-linear
distortion cancellation has been proposed as an addition to the
state-of-the-art linear equalizer at the user terminal receiver in
the DVB-S2X satellite forward link. The improved receiver is
particularly suitable for application with the recently specified
DVB-S2X reference scenarios, including wide-band carriers
with low roll-off factors, high symbol baud rates, and high-
order modulations. The performance of the receiver has been
assessed for a single-carrier 36-MHz transponder with higher
34-MBaud symbol rate with lower roll-off of 5%, as well as
with lower 27:5-MBaud symbol rate and higher roll-off of
20%, using a comprehensive model of the satellite forward-
link channel with IMUX and OMUX filter responses, non-
linear TWTA characteristics, a phase noise mask and AWGN.
The use of simple ML demodulation with hard decision in
the cancellation loop presented only a marginal degradation
in the performance as compared to a receiver structure us-
ing soft information exchange with the LDPC decoder, and
convergence of the distortion cancellation is formally shown
for higher number of iterations. In addition, the improved
receiver showed a superior performance in the non-linear
channel with memory as compared to a number of pre-
distortion techniques at the transmitter, including dynamic
data pre-distortion, successive data pre-distortion, and standard
static data pre-distortion. The joint application of successive
data pre-distortion and iterative symbol-based equalization
demonstrated SNR gains of up to 2:5 dB and 4:95 dB in
the high-symbol-rate scenario with 16-APSK and 32-APSK,
respectively. The complexity of the channel compensation
techniques has been evaluated to provide a reference for satel-
lite modem manufacturers. The study shows that significant
and consistent performance gains can be obtained even after
one equalization iteration, while two iterations only provide
marginal further improvement. It is the objective of this
paper to highlight these performance gains at low number of
iterations, in order to maintain low complexity of the receiver.
The results promote the proposed equalizer as an effective
solution, enabling the increase of both user rates and system
capacity. Future work includes a deeper study on termination
criteria for the iterative equalizer, as well as the study on
imperfect channel estimation and robustness of the equalizer
with varying channel characteristics.
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